BILATERAL MINESFIELD BREAKTHROUGH SUCCESSOR AGREEMENT

SIGNED FOR 50 YEARS GOLD RESERVE LOAN PROGRAMME ENDED 2005 FOR SPECIAL PROVISO ONE PERCENT (1%) INTEREST PER ANNUM

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

This BILATERAL MINES FIELD BREAKTHROUGH SUCCESSOR AGREEMENT entered into this 11th of August 1950 by and between for the Successor Heir for a time being represented in behalf of Tiburcio Villamor Marcos code name TVM-LSM-666, the only successor of Prince Julian Macleod Tallano, Her Majesty Queen of Spain Isabel II, owner of Parcel of Land covered by O.C.T. 01-4, Gold Bullion code 777, Harbour King, ABA, JPR, LUNA, and other code registered in the Bank International Settlement based in Boston and Switzerland and other asset owned by El Banco Español Filipino de Isabel II located in Intramuros, Manila, Philippines

AND

The peoples of the Republic of the Philippines represented by His Excellency Elpidio Quirino, Board of Governor of Central Bank of the Philippines Miguel Cuaderno, Sr. and the Monetary Authority to secure sums, producing in the aggregate and the effective sum to backup the Philippine currency as legal tender equivalent of thousand of metric tons of gold (Au) and real estate properties known as Code of 01-4 and Code of 010-L-50.

CLOAKED FOR SECRECY
These present BILATERAL MINES FIELD BREAKTHROUGH SUCCESSOR AGREEMENT enter into Code of LSM-666 Asset Owner for a time being, between the Government of the Philippines represented by President Elpidio Quirino, Chairman of the Monetary Board Authority of the Central Bank of the Philippines represented by Hon. Miguel Cuaderno Sr., attested by the House of Congress Committee in accordance with Republic Act 265, with Security Code 5020.

Both parties agreed and issued under provision of trust deposit under the International Banking Law of Bailment represented by the Owner as “BAILOR” and the Central Bank of the Philippines as “BAILEE” as provided in UCC, Section 2-403 (c) (Chapter 19).

The Successor Heir/Owner/Sole Signatory provided in the Law of Ownership in accordance with Article 426, 427 and 428, as the only one have discretionary power to move or remove after maturity in the year 2005 as integral part of this Bilateral Mines Field Successor Agreement as follows:

1. The present are Successor Heir of Prince Julian Macleod Tallano and Queen Isabel II – III, Maria Cristina III, known as Cruz-Villamor-Tallano’s Family Clan and the Trustor Fr. Jose Antonio Diaz alias Severino Sta Romana with 18 aliases, William Villamor Morales et.al. and the mandate legal counsel Congressman Ferdinand Edralin Marcos, Asset Manager of Code TVM-LSM-666 called as depositor in trust.

2. Whereas, by virtue of all power in them hereunto enabling the President of the Republic of the Philippines under the management of the Central Bank of the Philippines through Chairman of the Board and Monetary Authority represented by Hon. Governor Miguel Cuaderno, Sr. in accordance with Central Bank General Order No. 1. Republic Act 265 – Maturity 2005, approved and amended.
3. Whereas, referred to this **BILATERAL MINES FIELD BREAKTHROUGH SUCCESSOR AGREEMENT** the Sole Successor Heir, embodied in the Gift of Love proclaimed by the President of the Republic of the Philippines since 11\textsuperscript{th} of August 1949, assisted by Central Bank Governor Miguel Cuaderno, Sr., Prime Minister Chiang Kai-Shek, of Republic of China, Princess Isabel III grandmother of Tiburcio Villamor Marcos code name TVM-LSM-666, constituted under Treaty of Perpetual as the means of balancing to protect the Law of Ownership Article 426, 427 and 428, Security Code 5020, all Asset deposited in trust in Central Bank of the Philippines duly approved and amended under the Code of 010-L-50, maturity 2005.

4. Whereas, any portion of the **LOAN PROGRAM** for the Republic of the Philippines through Central Bank shall share to other prime bank in the Philippines including transfer of remittance from foreign to domestic. The Central Bank of the Philippines (CBP) is authorized Trust Servicing Bank as keeper of the Gold Bullion Code 010-L-50 owned by the LSM until maturity comes agreed and approved.

5. Whereas, the **LOAN PROGRAM** with interest of one percent (1\%) per annum, the Sole Successor Heir shall also agree to pay the bank charges as integral part of his collectible from one percent (1\%) interest per annum deductible upon maturity date of the investment program recorded into Ledger-to-Ledger and Vault-to-Vault transaction, followed by Inventory List up to balance sheet in accordance with this provision of **BILATERAL MINES FIELD BREAKTHROUGH SUCCESSOR AGREEMENT** it was approved and amended.

6. Whereas, the Sole Heir/Owner shall be responsible to give any information regarding the History of Ownership followed by the issuance of the Certificate of Entitlement. Master Account Code authenticated by the Office of the Board of Governor of the Federal Reserve System in coordination of the United States Treasury. World Bank and International Monetary Fund under Secrecy of Bank Deposit approved and amended with Official Seal as Annex – A.
7. Whereas, all Original Certificate of Deposit, Safekeeping Receipt and other bank instruments shall keep in the vault of the bank except for issuance of reference copy in favor to Trust Depositor. In case the said negotiable instrument/document at anytime becomes mutilated or destroyed, lost, the Original Certificate, Safekeeping Receipt. Delivery Receipt the bank must issue a new one.


9. Whereas, all Original Certificate of Trust Depositor, Trust Receipt of Account, Delivery Receipt shall be issue by the Central Bank of the Philippines before transporting to other prime banks around the world. The Assets-Commodities declared free from all liens and encumbrances, no criminal origin, free from taxes with custom duty and insurance company. approved and amended.

10. Resolve, We hereby resolved, in accordance with Receipt Law, Act 2137, Section I, duly approved and amended.

11. Resolved further, the RIGHTS AND DUTIES of "BAILOR" and "BALEE". The Bailee must exercise care so as not to permit injury to or destruction of the properties of TVM-LSM-666 by himself or third party after maturity date. The BAILEE return the property in good faith by virtue of the Rule of Trilateral Society of Global Funder must disagreed the Article 61, may by the Embargo Act 1807 shall be implemented without Court Order.

UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED AND AMENDED.

Done in the Office of the Board of Governor of Central Bank of the Philippines this 11th of August in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred fifty.

ELPIDIO QUIRINO
PRESIDENT
REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES

SERGIO OSMENA
MANDATE OF THE CRUZ-VILLAMOR-TALLANOS
FAMILY CLAN PROPERTY O.C.Y. 91-4

HARRY S. TRUMAN
PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

CLOAKED FOR SECRECY
Republic Of The Philippines  
City of Manila  

Before me, a Notary Public for the City of Manila under the IBP Rule personally appeared His Excellency Elpidio Quirino, Hon. Sergio Osmeña, His Excellency Harry S. Truman, President and Director General Chiang Kai-Shek, Supreme Commander Dwight Eisenhower, Chairman Mao Zedong, Prime Minister Zhou Enlai, Hon. Jesus Antonio C. Villamor, Princess Enimicia C. Villamor, Princess Isabel III, Princess Maria Cristina III, Head of State Francisco Franco, Governor of Central Bank of the Philippines Miguel Cuaderno, Sr., Hon. Jose Bautista Cruz, Fr. Jose Antonio Diaz alias Severino Sta. Romana et. al., Hon. Ferdinand E. Marcos and Tan Kha Kee, who signed and witnessed the BILATERAL MINES FIELD BREAKTHROUGH SUCCESSOR AGREEMENT IN FAVOR TO TIBURCIO VILLAMOR MARCOS coded name TVM-LSM-666 as the new successor heir and owner for a time being – all known to me and known to be the same persons who executed this instrument, on their voluntary act and deed.

WITNESS WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND SEAL THIS 11TH OF AUGUST 1950.

Doc. No. 1301  
Page No. 83  
Book No. 36  
Series of 1950  

ATTY. FRED RUIZ CASTRO  
NOTARY PUBLIC  
UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 1950  
PTR. NO. 8369769  
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